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9/21/2023 H, GE PHIL B8 Logic and Critical Thinking 

This course focuses on the principles of deductive and inductive 
reasoning and their applications in making arguments, evaluating 
arguments, and writing analytical and argumentative essays, with an 
emphasis on the concept of and criteria for validity, symbolization, 
truth tables, syntax, semantics and natural deduction methods in 
sentential logic. The course also covers the uses of language, critical 
reading strategies, argument analysis, recognizing propaganda and 
stereotypes, clarifying ambiguity, meaning and definition, evaluating 
evidence, formal and informal fallacies. A total of 6,000 to 8,000 words 
will be required during the semester in a variety of written 

New 3 Hybrid, Online, 
Interactive 

Add Add 

add: 
BC GE B2 
CSU GE A3, C2 
IGETC 1B, 3B 

Summer 
2024 

PHIL B8 Logic and Critical Thinking 

9/21/2023 D, GE AGRI B1 Agriculture, Environment and Society 

Explores the sociology of agriculture by examining the relationship 
agriculture has with societies, their environments, and the economic 
and regulatory shifts that drive agricultural activities. Agricultural 
practices have transformed, and students will analyze agriculture's use 
of technology and the corresponding impact it has on society, the 
environment, the economy, and its impact on world food demands. 
Ethical issues in agriculture will also be explored. Students will 
investigate career options in the agriculture field and construct 
student educational plans. 

Revision 3 T, DE, GE 
Hybrid, Online, 
Interactive Approved Approved 

retain: BC GE 
D2 
CSU GE D 
add: IGETC 4 

Summer 
2024 AGRI B1 

Agriculture, Environment 
and Society 

9/21/2023 G, GE HLED B1 Personal and Social Determinants of Health 

This course focuses on the exploration of major health issues and 
behaviors in the various dimensions of health. Emphasis is placed on 
individual responsibility for personal health and the promotion of 
informed, positive health behaviors. Topics include behavioral change 
models, nutrition, exercise, weight control, mental health, stress 
management, violence, substance abuse, reproductive health, disease 
prevention, aging, healthcare, and environmental hazards and safety. 

Revision 3 T, DE, GE 
Hybrid, Online, 
Interactive Approved Approved 

retain BC GE E1 
and CSU GE E 

add BC GE D2, 
CSU GE D, 
IGETC 4 

Summer 
2025 HLED B1 

Personal and Social 
Determinants of Health 

5/4/2023 E ELETB1A Basic Electronics (DC) 

An introduction to basic electricity and electronics, DC circuit types and 
circuit analysis, basic electronic components and electronic schematic 
diagram symbols, interpreting schematic diagrams, soldering skills, 
basic electronic test equipment use and measurement methods, and 
electromagnetic relays and relay circuits. (Note: Not open to students 
who have successfully completed ELET B1) 

C-ID EET 100x 

Revision 3 T, DE Hybrid Approved Summer 
2024 

ELETB1A Basic Electronics (DC) 

5/4/2023 G ELETB55A Electric Motors - Controls 

A basic study of electric motors, control systems, and electrical power, 
including: safety and personal protective equipment, electrical 
drawings and diagrams, motor control devices and circuits, electric 
motor types, three phase power and transformers, and power factor 
correction. Lab activities include simulation and wiring of control 
circuits, DC and AC motor types, motor performance characteristics, 
transformer configurations, and other industrial motion applications. 
(Note: Not open to students who have successfully completed ELET 

Revision 3 DE Hybrid Summer 
2024 

ELETB55A Electric Motors - Controls 

5/4/2023 H, GE SPANB35 Spanish for Heritage Speakers I 

This course is designed for students whose native language is Spanish 
but need to improve their writing, grammar, vocabulary, and spelling 
skills. Strong emphasis will be placed on punctuation, accent rules, 
composition, grammar, vocabulary and the study of culture through 
contemporary Hispanic readings. The course is taught entirely in 
Spanish. 

Note: Not open to students who have successfully completed SPAN B3. 

Revision 4 T, GE, DE 
Hybrid, Online, 
Interactive, 
Other 

Approved Approved 
BC C2 
CSU C2 
IGETC 6 

Summer 
2024 

SPANB35 Spanish for Heritage 
Speakers I 

5/4/2023 G, GE SPANB36 Spanish for Heritage Speakers II 

This course is a continuation of Spanish B35 and is designed for 
students whose native language is Spanish but need to improve their 
academic skills in the language. This course will focus on language 
challenges that intermediate-high level Spanish speakers have in 
orthography, inappropriate code switching between English and 
Spanish, and variations based on regional language differences.   The 
writing and reading skills will be strengthened as well as vocabulary 
building through advanced cultural readings. The course is taught 
entirely in Spanish. 

Note: Not open to students who have successfully completed SPAN 

Revision 4 T, GE, DE 
Hybrid, Online, 
Interactive, 
Other 

Approved Approved 
BC C2 
CSU C2 
IGETC 6 

Summer 
2024 

SPANB36 
Spanish for Heritage 
Speakers II 

5/4/2023 H, GE SPANB4 Intermediate Spanish II 

SPAN B4 is a continuation of SPAN B3. It continues to expand upon 
Hispanic culture and facilitate language acquisition through listening, 
speaking, reading and writing. Intensive grammar review in addition to 
more sophisticated vocabulary will increase students' accuracy with 
major communicative functions of the Spanish language. Continued 
exposure to readings from Spanish and Latin American authors help 
students to think critically and to make cross-cultural comparisons.This 
course is taught in Spanish. 

Note: Not open to students who have taken the equivalent course of 
SPAN B36. 

Revision 4 T, GE, DE 
Hybrid, Online, 
Interactive 

Approved Approved 
BC C2 
CSU C2 
IGETC 6, 3B 

Summer 
2024 

SPANB4 Intermediate Spanish II 
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